In this paper, we present a new spatial error concealment algorithm with optimized directional decision and extrapolation. First, we employ the Sobel operator and a Hessian matrix to determine the exact direction in the cases of existing both step edges and line edges in the image. Then, with the accurately estimated direction, lost MBs are recovered by directional extrapolation pixel-by-pixel. From experimental results, the proposed spatial error concealment method provides both subjective and objective quality improvement of concealment especially for images with more lines.
Introduction
With the development of third-generation (3G) networks, mobile multimedia services such as video streaming and video telephone become reality at present. However, the network still does not provide enough bandwidth to guarantee error-free transmission of the information packet. We still need to conceal the corrupted regions in the received images or videos due to channel errors. Spatial error concealment techniques recover the lost pixels using the correlation between adjacent pixels in an image. They have been widely studied by researchers. The method of project-onto-convex-sets (POCS) estimates the edge information by spatial and spectral domain [10] . First, a constraint-satisfying iterative process is applied. Then, directional filtering is used for recovery of the missing MB. A content-adaptive spatial error concealment method for video communication is proposed in [8] . In our previous work, a spatial error concealment using directional extrapolation, which addresses concealment of missing image blocks on a pixel-by-pixel basis, was proposed [12] . In order to recover edge information inside the corrupted regions, the edge feature in neighbouring MBs is required to estimate in the spatial domain. Many researches measure the edge feature by using a Sobel operator [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 12, 13] . However, the Sobel operator is not a very efficient tool for detecting line edges and their direction since it is a first-order operator. Thus, the detection of edges and their direction is not accurate for corrupted regions including line edges.
In this work, we propose a new solution to spatial error concealment, which can measure both step and line edges by using a Sobel operator combined with a Hessian matrix. The proposed spatial error concealment algorithm consists of two parts: edge direction estimation and pixel extrapolation. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The edge direction estimation process is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes an extrapolation algorithm to conceal missing image pixels. Section 4 gives the experimental results. Section 5 presents the conclusions.
Edge direction estimation

Hessian matrix
For line edge, the normal direction of the edge, ) , ( , ( H (1) where partial derivatives x g , y g , xx g , xy g , yy g are obtained by convoluting the image and the Gauss convolution kernels, which are as follows.
For an image, the first order derivative at the central point of the line edge is zero. That is the point for which the first order directional derivative of the edge direction is zero and the second order directional derivative takes the maximum That is to say, the image mentioned above is actually a 3×3 subimage or mask in our implementation.
Let λ is the maximum absolute eigenvalue, θ is the angle of the line edge direction, then we have: , is larger than a given threshold η .
Sobel operator
For step edge detection , the 3×3 Sobel is used. This is achieved by simply calculating
where θ is the angle of the edge direction. 
Directional determination
For every mask, we first determine if there is a line edge in it by using the Hessian matrix. If yes, we calculate the direction, that is θ tan , and the magnitude of the line edge direction is given an available maximum value. Then, the step edge is detected based on the Soble operator if there is no line edge existing in the mask. If the step edge with some direction exists in the mask, we calculate further the magnitude. Otherwise, the magnitude of this direction is set zero.
Pixel extrapolation
The pixels in the missing block are recovered pixel-by-pixel in our algorithm. Assume the pixel to be recovered is x, ten edge directions which are likely to traverse x are shown in We use ten masks with the size of 3×3, each for one direction, to determine if there is an edge with one of the ten directions traversing x. Pixels in the mask are denoted by z 1 to z 9 as shown in Figure 1 . The nearest pixel to x on any direction is denoted x 1 and the second nearest pixel is denoted x 2 . Example positions of x 1 and x 2 on directions D3 and D9 are shown in Figure 3 . The 3×3 masks for directions D0, D1, D3, Table 1 .
The direction with the maximum magnitude is considered as the edge direction which traverses the pixel to be recovered. If the magnitudes of ten directions are all zero, it indicates that there is not any edge traversing the pixel to be recovered. In other words, the pixel x is supposed to be in a flat region. If there is an edge direction traversing the pixel x, it will be recovered through extrapolation of two pixels 1 x and 2 x along the determined direction as:
If pixel x is in a flat region, it will be recovered based on weighted pixel averaging [11] .
Range of θ tan Direction The order of pixels to be recovered in the missing block is from the outer layer to the inner layer, as shown in Figure 4 .
In each layer, the pixels of the upper and down rows are recovered first. Then, the pixels of the left and right columns are recovered. In the upper and down rows, pixels are recovered from left to right. The recovery order of pixels in the left column is from up to down, whereas, the recovery order of pixels in the right column is from down to up. The previously recovered pixels can be used for direction decision and extrapolation of the following to-be-recovered pixels.
Experimental results
Two images are used to evaluate our proposed algorithm. One image is Lena with the size of 512×512. Another image is a typical image as it appears in the stock market, which is a StockCurve with the size of 512×384. We test our algorithm with block size 8×8. The threshold η is set to 500 in our experiments. We use the traditional PSNR as the objective measure of the recovered image. Table 2 shows that the PSNR performance for the Lena image over the previous method is about 0.02dB, while for the StockCurve image, which has more lines in the image, has about 1.2 dB gains over the previous method. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the corresponding reconstructed Lena images recovered by the previous work [12] and the proposed method: (a) is the original image, (b) is the corrupted image, (c) is the reconstructed image using algorithm in [12] and (d) is the reconstructed image given by the proposed technique. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the corresponding reconstructed StockCurve images recovered by the previous work [12] and the proposed method: (a) is the original image, (b) is the corrupted image, (c) is the reconstructed image using algorithm in [12] and (d) is the reconstructed image given by the proposed method. It can be observed from Figure 5 and Figure 6 that the proposed algorithm can also recover the corrupted block with better subjective quality, especially for images with more lines.
Conclusions
This paper presents a new spatial error concealment algorithm. Many spatial error concealment methods detect edge directions by using the Sobel operators only. However, for line edges, the Sobel operator is not effective. We propose to use both a Hessian matrix together with a Sobel operator to implement optimized direction decision both for line and step edges. From experimental results, the proposed spatial error concealment algorithm can provide both objective and subjective improvement of the previous work, especially for images with more lines. 
